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Themes
Target your thinking
●

●

●

What is your response to the way aspects of love are presented in this
play? (AO1)
In what ways has Shakespeare set up a debate into the responsibilities
of a ruler? (AO2)
How does Shakespeare suggest that appearances are not always what
they seem to be and different interpretations are possible? (AO5)

Shakespeare’s themes in this play all stem from his exploration of the
proposition in the title; in our individual lives and in government, a balance
needs to be found.
Power

Justice

Responsibility

∆

Appearance and reality

Mercy

∆

Measure for Measure:
Balance and equivalence
+
+
∆

Liberty

LOVE:
Sexual desire

Conscience

∆

Restraint

∆

CritiCal view
‘As its title suggests, Measure for Measure offers a series of juxtapositions
rather than coalescences.’
(Andrew Sanders, A Short Oxford History of English Literature, 1994)

Using examples from the play, explain what you think this means.
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‘Measure for measure’
CritiCal view
‘A great play doesn’t answer questions, it asks them.’
(John Mortimer, Shakespeare in Perspective, Volume 1, 1996)

In what ways does Measure for Measure ask questions?

Mortimer’s view (p.24) is most certainly true of Measure for Measure. The title
of the play is suggested by the Sermon on the Mount as reported in the Gospels
(see Sources and influences, pp. 71–3). This quotation introduces the overall
theme of balance and equivalence. The speech from which the title is taken is
a ritualistic speech in which the Duke declares that order is now restored in
Vienna, justice will be done and Angelo will be executed because he is guilty
of a violation ‘of sacred chastity and of promise-breach’ (V.i.398). The quotation
comes after he has declared that ‘The very mercy of the law cries out …/ An
Angelo for Claudio, death for death’ (V.i.400–402). However, the audience knows
that Angelo did not violate the chastity of a nun and that Claudio is still alive;
the Duke is play-acting and he seems to have no intention of having Angelo
executed as he believes Mariana’s love for Angelo is genuine. Shakespeare
shows that what may seem on the surface to be a balanced response is not.
At the beginning of the play, the Duke tells Escalus the power he has given Angelo
has only been ‘lent’ not given, and Angelo is merely ‘dressed’ in his love. Angelo
has been instructed to balance ‘terror’ and ‘love’, and, in line 44, he is told to balance
‘mortality’ and ‘mercy’, another pair of opposites. However, Angelo only seems to
have the power of life and death; the Duke will retain the power and watch from
the shadows in a disguise which he has been ‘lent’, employing the power to listen
to confession and give advice that he assumes with the habit in which he has been
‘dressed’. Shakespeare creates a parallel situation in which, like Angelo, the Duke
is wearing borrowed robes and wielding power to which he is not entitled.
The Duke admits that, in the past, he has been too lenient, and when he
supposedly leaves the city, the symbolic character of Justice admits that Angelo
is too severe. The scales of Justice have swung from one extreme to the other.
One of the questions Shakespeare poses is whether balance has been achieved
by the end of the play, but he has offered no answer; he has left the decision up
to the director and the actors.
In his exploration of balance, Shakespeare has created situations which appear
to be parallel but are, in fact, different. As we have seen, Angelo is wielding
power that he has been officially lent for a short time; the Duke borrows a friar’s
robes and wields the power given by the church, but he was not given this power
officially or even willingly. Angelo and Claudio have both had sexual intercourse
without an official marriage ceremony; Claudio was condemned to death for this,

Top ten quotation

Taking it further
If you were directing the
play, would you give it a
happy and harmonious
ending? Explain the
reasons for your decision.
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so should Angelo be subject to the same punishment? Angelo and Claudio had
both entered into pre-contractual agreements with their partners, but, whereas
Claudio regards his as binding, Angelo rejected Mariana when her dowry was lost.
Claudio and Lucio have both promised marriage and made their partners pregnant;
in Act V, they are both told by the Duke that they must marry. However, whereas
Claudio and Juliet love each other and they both want to get married, Lucio
regards the marriage as a punishment and will no doubt prove a faithless husband.

Critical view
‘Measure for Measure is a play of dark corners, hazy margins, and attempts
at rigid definition. It poses the necessity of passing moral judgement while
demonstrating that all judgement is relative.’
(Andrew Sanders, A Short Oxford History of English Literature, 1994)

To what extent do you agree with this reading of the play?

Balancing power and responsibility
Critical view
‘Power, in all its manifestations, fascinated Shakespeare all his working life.
Indeed, it preoccupied him with a creative intensity unmatched by any of his
contemporaries. Not just the symbol of power, but, much more importantly,
the human face behind it.’
(Daniel Massey, Players of Shakespeare 2, 1988)

The play was written at the beginning of the reign of King James I, and
similarities between the king and Shakespeare’s Duke are outlined in Contexts.
Like James, the Duke believes that a ruler should set an example of virtue and
restraint:
He who the sword of heaven will bear
Should be as holy, as severe:
(III.ii.223–4)

However, if a ruler lives like a monk, being ‘holy’ and ‘severe’, it will mean that
he is not well known to his subjects and so all manner of rumours circulate,
blackening his character. The Duke leaves quietly at the beginning, but he learns
how some of his subjects interpret his actions and so, at the end, he returns with
a triumphant ceremony. Part of the reason for this is undoubtedly to make Angelo’s
trial public, but the Duke has also learned to be more open with his people.
The Duke acknowledges that Friar Thomas is right to say that the responsibility
to re-establish ‘decorum’ in the city belongs to him, but he dismisses the friar’s
admonition and uses his power to ‘impose’ (I.iii.41) this responsibility on another
man so that he will not appear tyrannical. He then further abuses his power by
26
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making the friar give him a habit and teach him how to behave like a true friar
in order that he might spy on his subjects, misleading them into thinking their
confessions will be in confidence.
Gradually, the Duke learns that with power comes responsibility which he
cannot escape. In the prison, the Duke learns that, although he has the
power to order an execution, he also has the responsibility to ensure that the
condemned man’s guilt is ‘most manifest’ (IV.ii.122), and that he is prepared
for death.
Angelo does not abuse his power in condemning Claudio, because even Claudio
admits that he has broken the law. However, through Claudio, Shakespeare
suggests mixed motives on Angelo’s part; he is behaving tyrannically because
cleaning up the city is his job, but he is also aware of his own ‘eminence’
(I.ii.145), a word that means both elevated rank and also personal ambition.
Angelo is strict but he sincerely believes that he is prepared to accept the
punishment if he were to commit the same crime; he declares:
When I that censure him do so offend,
Let mine own judgement pattern out my death,
And nothing come in partial.

Taking it further
Aspects of the play may
have been inspired by
Niccolò Machiavelli and
The Prince, his influential
treatise on statecraft,
in which he argues that
the effective use of
power may necessitate
unethical methods not
in themselves desirable.
Read the Contexts
section on pp. 73–4,
and then consider the
extent to which you think
Shakespeare intends the
Duke to be played as a
Machiavellian character.
Top ten quotation

(II.i.29–31)

When he learns that he is not immune to sexual desire, his pride in his ‘gravity’,
his honourable and dignified reputation (II.iv.9–10), makes him forget his ‘grace’
(IV.iv.31) and commit more offences to protect this reputation.
In the first scene between Angelo and Isabella, Shakespeare addresses the
question of what makes a good ruler. Isabella agrees that Angelo cannot
condemn the fault but not the perpetrator, but she argues that a ruler should
exercise mercy, and reminds him of Christ’s teaching. Through Isabella,
Shakespeare succinctly sums up the need for balance in a ruler (see Extended
commentaries for an analysis of their debate).
One of her most telling arguments is that someone with ‘authority’ should
examine himself first; only through self-knowledge will a judge be justified in
passing sentence on others. The irony is that Angelo is being beset by desire
for her as she speaks, and when she leaves he asks ‘what art thou, Angelo?’
(II.ii.177), suddenly realising that he does not know himself. He realises that, just
as a judge who steals cannot pass sentence on a robber, if he were to follow his
new-found instincts, he will be unfit to pass judgement.
However, he fails to act on this self-knowledge; he blackmails Isabella and
compounds the offence by hiding behind his reputation and threatening her
that she will not be believed. As he says to her, using a metaphor of balance
and equivalence, ‘my false o’erweighs your true’ (II.iv.171), meaning that
his reputation will carry more weight than hers, even though he is false. He
then abuses his power further when he breaks his word and orders Claudio’s

Taking it further
For a detailed analysis
of this speech, see New
Cambridge Shakespeare,
edited by Brian Gibbons,
pages 33 and 177–8.
How far do you agree that
‘The speech is a fierce
effort to confront this
guilt and confess it?’
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Taking it further
Listen to the Arkangel
audio recording, which
features Simon Russell
Beale as Angelo. By the
end of this soliloquy, the
actor sounds as if he is
nearly crying.
How far do you agree
with this sympathetic
interpretation of Angelo’s
realisation of the
consequences of his loss
of control?
Machiavellian:
‘the employment
of cunning and
duplicity in statecraft
or in general
conduct’ (OED).
See Sources and
influences, p. 73.

execution in order to cover up his sin. Shakespeare gives him a soliloquy in which
he reveals his regret for, as he thinks, the violation of Isabella and the execution
of her brother. His speech (IV.iv.18–32) indicates that he is ashamed of his
behaviour, but he has too much pride in his reputation to admit his sins publicly.
When his guilt is revealed and he has no reputation to protect, he is at last able
to reveal his ‘penitent heart’ (V.i.468). He has come to know himself and accepts
responsibility for his abuses of power; he craves death, as being the appropriate
punishment.
Shakespeare reinforces this essential attribute of a just ruler when Escalus tells
the so-called friar that the Duke is ‘One that, above all other strifes, contended
especially to know himself’ (III.ii.199–200). Although the Duke has shirked his
responsibilities, he has apparently remained above the corruption in the state,
but now, in his devious attempt to expose Angelo, he has abused his power
in a Machiavellian way. He has spied on his subjects, made Isabella and
the Provost act against their principles, lied to Claudio, abused the trust of
Isabella and Mariana, cruelly lied to Isabella about her brother’s death and then
manipulated her to be grateful to him so that she will agree to marry him.

Taking it further
In what ways could the
Duke’s behaviour be
justified? Provide evidence
from the text and, if
possible, from productions,
in your response.
C
heek by Jowl’s production 
in 2015 focused on the
corruption of the powerful

Critical view
Cheek by Jowl have produced a useful free education pack in which
Peter Kirwan (of the University of Nottingham) says:
Where many of the city comedies of Shakespeare’s contemporaries are now
rarely performed under the assumption that they only address their own time,
Measure for Measure’s concern with social policy and urban governance
continues to find more echoes around the world, making Shakespeare’s view
of the city one of his most enduringly contemporary achievements.
Search for news items that contain echoes of the play and consider when
and where you might set a production of Measure for Measure.
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Balancing justice and mercy
At the centre of Shakespeare’s treatment of this theme is Angelo’s judgement
condemning Claudio to death for fornication. The so-called friar tells Escalus that
Claudio ‘willingly humbles himself to the determination of justice’ (III.ii.209–10).
Isabella, agreeing with Angelo’s judgement, speaks of fornication as ‘a vice that
most I do abhor,/ And most desire should meet the blow of justice’ (II.ii.30–1);
however, she argues that ‘neither heaven nor man grieve at the mercy’ if Angelo
were to pardon Claudio (II.ii.51). Here she separates divine justice and man’s
justice, but argues that both are improved when tempered with mercy.

CritiCal view
‘Isabella’s passionate and articulate defence of the concept of mercy in
Act II is Shakespeare’s most probing statement about the difficulty and
consequences of judgement, but Isabella can be seen as arguing here as much
from untried ideals as from an instinctive or acquired wisdom.’
(Andrew Sanders, A Short Oxford History of English Literature, 1994)

Isabella lists the outward symbols of power wielded by men in authority, and she
concludes that none of them ‘Become them with one half so good a grace/
As mercy does’ (II.ii.63–4), ending on a half-line as if she is expecting Angelo
to reply, but her argument has silenced him.
Isabella’s plea at the beginning of the final scene starts and finishes with a
passionate demand for ‘justice’, by which she seems to mean that she wants Angelo
to be judged according to the same standard of justice as Claudio. Persuaded to
plead for Angelo, still thinking that Claudio has been beheaded, she admits, ‘My
brother had but justice,/ In that he did the thing for which he died’ (V.i.441–2).
Angelo’s guilt does not negate the justice of Claudio’s sentence. As Angelo says
before he meets Isabella, ‘what’s open made to justice,/ That justice seizes’
(II.i.21–2). Justice can only concern itself with what it knows. At the end of that
speech, he is confident enough in his own virtue to say: ‘Let mine own judgement
pattern out my death/ And nothing come in partial’ (II.i.30–1). When his
attempts to hide behind his reputation have failed, and his guilt is exposed, he does
not beg for mercy but makes the same argument that death is his ‘deserving’ (V.i.470).
Escalus argues that all men are potentially guilty; even Angelo must have had the
same thoughts as Claudio at some point, and so he should be merciful. However,
he does not argue his case very strongly, merely observing that ‘some rise by sin
and some by virtue fall’ (II.i.38). It is the Provost who is more concerned about
Claudio; he argues that Angelo might regret his judgement too late, and he allows
the so-called friar to persuade him to disobey Angelo’s instructions. He even
suggests the substitution of Ragozine’s head. Whereas Escalus is a statesman,
the Provost has responsibility for the care of prisoners, and so his sympathy for
the prisoners supports the lesson the Duke learns that it is more difficult for a
ruler to pronounce sentence of death when he is faced with the condemned man.

Taking it further
In your own words,
explain what Andrew
Sanders means. How far
do you agree with his
assessment of Isabella
and Shakespeare’s
presentation of her ideas?

Top ten quotation

Top ten quotation

Build critical
skills
In Act II, Scene i,
Elbow has arrested
Pompey and Froth.
Compare Angelo’s
judgement on
Froth with the way
in which Escalus
deals with this
offender.
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Taking it further
At which points in the
play could a production
include gestures which
might show the Duke
falling in love with
Isabella?
Quote and explain what
gestures the actors could
use. You may wish to
refer to some productions
in your response.

Top ten quotation

Love: balancing sexual desire with
conscience
The Duke thinks at first that he will not be affected by ‘the dribbling dart of love’,
assuming that Cupid’s arrow will be too feeble to pierce his ‘complete bosom’
(I.iii.2–3). However, he gains more self-knowledge during the play. Shakespeare
does not make it clear at what point he decides to ask Isabella to marry him, but
productions sometimes use stage business to suggest this so that the ending
does not come as a complete shock. Shakespeare does not reveal whether he
has fallen in love with her, or whether, having tested her character in extremis,
he thinks that with her chastity and her newly learned charity she will be a
suitable spouse for a Duke. There is no indication that Isabella falls in love with
him, however; indeed, in his disguise as a friar it would not occur to her.
Like the Duke, until Angelo met Isabella, he believed he was immune from
the temptation of sexual desire, but he learns that ‘Most dangerous/ Is that
temptation that doth goad us on/ To sin in loving virtue.’ (II.ii.185–7). He seems
to think it is his love of Isabella’s virtue that has overwhelmed him. Having
repressed his natural instinct, when it is aroused he reacts violently, unable to
achieve the balance expected in normal relationships. After a night struggling
with his conscience and trying to pray but unable to stop thinking of Isabella, he
decides to give his passion free rein: ‘Blood, thou art blood’ (II.iv.15). He is an
absolutist, seemingly unable to compromise. As a Puritan (see Contexts, p. 66),
he believes he has already sinned in desiring Isabella. Angelo’s strict imposition
of the laws is compared by Claudio with a new rider who uses spurs on the
horse immediately he mounts in order to establish his control. This image could
represent his sexual desires which are kept under strict restraint, but, when they
are released, run rampant, like a wild horse released from the rein.
In Angelo’s imagery, he equates Isabella with the nunnery: ‘Having waste ground
enough/ Shall we desire to raze the sanctuary/ And pitch our evils there?’
(II.ii.174–6). It seems that part of the temptation for him is to destroy someone
pure and untouchable; the devil has used another saintly person to trap him. As
he says, he desires her ‘foully for those things/ That make her good’ (II.ii.178–9).
His austere devotion to study and clean living has, through repression, been
warped. He tells her that he loves her (II.iv.142), and in his next speech, ‘He shall
not, Isabel, if you give me love’, makes it clear that to him love means sexual
desire, and for him the two are mutually exclusive; if he were to follow his
conscience he would say nothing to her.
Angelo’s proposal of marriage to Mariana was not made out of love, as he broke
off the engagement when her dowry was lost. Mariana’s love for him, however,
grew ‘more violent and unruly’ as a result of his ‘unjust unkindness’
(III.i.227–9). Suffering the pain of unrequited love, she has imposed isolation and
restraint on herself in a ‘moated grange’ (III.i.247–8); this, however, has done
little to still the ‘brawling discontent’ (IV.i.9) of her sexual desire, although the
so-called friar manages to calm her.
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By contrast, when Claudio speaks of love, he uses the plural determiner ‘our’,
because theirs is a mutual attraction. Shakespeare reinforces this by having
Juliet speak to the so-called friar:
DUKE:

Love you the man that wronged you?

JULIET:

Yes, as I love the woman that wronged him.

In their relationship, sexual desire is balanced with conscience in that they have
shared a ‘true contract’ (I.ii.126) and are effectively married except for having a
religious ceremony to bless their union (see Contexts: Marriage law, p. 69).
Paradoxically, the most lyrical description of their love is given to the unromantic
Lucio:
Your brother and his lover have embraced;
As those that feed grow full, as blossoming time
That from the seedness the bare fallow brings
To teeming foison, even so her plenteous womb
Expresseth his full tilth and husbandry
(I.iv.40–4)

In the customers of Mistress Overdone’s establishment, by contrast, the natural
instinct of sexual desire has been indulged without any qualms of conscience,
until they joke about the symptoms of sexually transmitted infections from
which they all suffer. They do not speak of love, openly purchasing sex. Lucio,
however, did promise marriage to Kate Keepdown in order to get her into bed.
A gentleman would not propose marriage to a prostitute, and a prostitute would
not need to be given this incentive to have sex with a gentleman. This implies
that, like Juliet, she was virtuous, but, unlike Claudio, Lucio abandoned her
when she fell pregnant and, her reputation in tatters, she seems to have had no
one to turn to except Mistress Overdone. Lucio calls her a ‘whore’ and a ‘punk’,
but it seems most likely that she only turned to prostitution after he rejected her.
Just as Angelo defamed Mariana to give him an excuse to break his promise
of marriage, so Lucio blackens Kate’s reputation. Shakespeare seems to be
suggesting that, because she was pregnant, he has forced her into prostitution.
If Claudio were executed, this is the fate that might await Juliet, especially
since her friends are unsympathetic and are withholding her dowry.

Build critical
skills
Try exploring
different
interpretations
of this speech by
reading it aloud.
Analyse the
figurative
language and
discuss whether
Lucio is using
metaphor because
he is embarrassed
to be talking about
sex to a nun, or
whether he is
mocking romantic
poetry as being too
sentimental for a
‘man-about-town’.

Balancing liberty and restraint
LUCIO:

Why, how now, Claudio? Whence comes this restraint?

CLAUDIO:

From too much liberty, my Lucio, liberty.
As surfeit is the father of much fast,
So every scope by the immoderate use
Turns to restraint.
(I.ii.106–110)
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Claudio is restrained in prison, and he blames too much freedom for his arrest.
He suggests that, just as, after over-eating men fast for a while, so there will
inevitably be a period of restraint after any over-indulgence. He argues that just
as rats swallow poison of their own free will, so men will abuse their liberty and
bring about their own destruction. The customers of Mistress Overdone’s house
of resort destroy their health in the pursuit of pleasure. The implication is that
laws are needed to regulate human behaviour.
So, is restraint the answer? Isabella seeks a ‘more strict restraint’ (I.iv.4) than that
offered by the convent of St Clare’s, possibly thinking that she may fall into sin
if given too much liberty, or possibly because she has romantic notion of selfsacrifice to prove her love of Christ. Isabella’s self-restraint makes her put her
chastity above the charity of saving her brother’s life, and, instead of saintliness,
this might appear as excessive self-regard. When Angelo broke his promise to
marry her, Mariana restrained herself in a ‘moated grange’ (III.i.247), but this has
had the reverse effect of making her love for Angelo more violent, as she spends
her time brooding and listening to melancholy love songs. Angelo is another
one who practises self-restraint, proudly saying, ‘’Tis one thing to be tempted,
Escalus,/ Another thing to fall’ (II.i.17–18). Like a rider controlling a spirited horse,
Angelo holds his feelings in check. However, when once he gives his ‘sensual race
the rein’ (II.iv.161) and releases his sexual desires, they are out of control; he finds
himself having to resort to tyranny to have his way and to cover up his crimes.
The play shows that a balance needs to be found, but whether the final scene
suggests that this balance has been found is open to interpretation. Even though
Shakespeare has given Escalus a name which seems to be derived from the word
‘scales’, the most balanced character is arguably the Provost. The Provost has a
position in the prison which is open to abuse, as the Duke recognises ‘This is a
gentle provost; seldom when/ The steeled gaoler is the friend of men’ (IV.ii.73–4).
The Provost manages to keep his oath and yet also show compassion and even
try to change the deputy governor’s mind. The Duke recognises his worth, thanks
him for his ‘care and secrecy’ (V.i.522), and promises him promotion.

Appearance and reality
TASK
The whole plot is based on substitution.
● List the obvious substitutions you can find where one person is substituted
for another. Do you regard them as unnecessary deception or justifiable
devices?
● There are other, less obvious kinds of substitution, such as Elbow’s
malapropisms which are inappropriate. Do you think that there are other
inappropriate substitutions such as the punishments meted out in the
final scene?
● Isabella asks Angelo to put himself in Claudio’s position (II.ii.65–7). Who
else suggests this imaginative substitution to Angelo?
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The Duke and Mariana physically disguise their true identities, however, they
think they are justified. As he explains the bed-trick to Isabella, the Duke,
disguised as a friar, tells Isabella ‘the doubleness of the benefit defends the deceit
from reproof’ (III.i.24–2), and he later explains in his soliloquy that ‘Craft against
vice I must apply’ (III.ii.239) and Mariana’s disguise is in a just cause: ‘So disguise
shall by th’disguised/ Pay with falsehood false exacting’ (III.ii.242–3). As for his
other deceptions, pretending to leave Vienna and substituting Ragozine’s head for
Claudio’s, he claims in his final speech ‘Th’offence pardons itself’ (V.i.526).
The Duke’s deceptions can possibly be excused by Machiavelli’s maxim of ‘the
end justifies the means’ (see Contexts, pp. 73–4), but Angelo’s pretence is
blatant hypocrisy, what Shakespeare calls ‘seeming’. His name is, ironically, the
opposite of what he is revealed to be, and in his first soliloquy, Shakespeare
makes him say his name as he asks what he is: ‘What dost thou or what art
thou, Angelo?’ (II.ii.177). The impression is given that he thought he was an
‘angel’ and is shocked to find out that he is not. His arrogant belief in himself as
a saint is revealed a few lines later: ‘Oh cunning enemy that, to catch a saint,/
With saints dost bait thy hook!’ (II.ii.184–5).
The Duke already suspected that Angelo was not what he seemed: ‘Hence shall
we see/ If power change purpose, what our seemers be’ (I.iii.54–5). We later
learn that he suspects Angelo because of his treatment of Mariana, but Angelo
sets store by the law, not morality, and it was legal to break an engagement if
the dowry could not be produced. Possibly, however, he did not want to appear
materialistic, so that would explain why he defames her character. When Isabella
realises what Angelo wants, she also accuses him of ‘Seeming, seeming’ (II.iv.151).
When Elbow tells the Duke, disguised as a friar, that Pompey is to go before the
deputy, the Duke already knows about Angelo’s vile proposition to Isabella, so
he utters a rhyming couplet which sounds like a proverb meaning ‘men should
be what they seem’: ‘That we were all, as some would seem to be,/ From our
faults, as faults from seeming, free’ (III.ii.34–5). When Isabella pleads with the
Duke in the final scene, she begs him not to judge by appearances:
make not impossible
That which but seems unlike. ’Tis not impossible
But one, the wicked’st caitiff on the ground,
May seem as shy, as grave, as just, as absolute
As Angelo;
(V.i.51–4)

However, in order to expose Angelo, the Duke makes Isabella and even the friar
appear truthful when they are not, and, to provoke Isabella’s gratitude, he makes
the Provost lie about Claudio’s death. Lucio is also a practised pretender.

Top ten quotation

TASK
Apart from the low-life
characters, only Escalus
and Claudio never
pretend to be other
than what they are.
In his exploration of
the theme of balance,
how important is it for
Shakespeare to have a
character who is wellrounded, flawed, but
a man of untarnished
integrity?

Taking it further
Watch this short discussion
about the 2015 production
by Cheek by Jowl. Which of
the themes did this theatre
company think were most
important?
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1SJcZtF4ZVM
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